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Ava il a ble w here v er books a re sold

rom the author of the New York Times
bestseller Wicked Plants comes an A–Z
of insect enemies.

n this darkly comical look at the sinister side of our relationship with the natural
world, Stewart has tracked down over one hundred of our worst entomological
foes—creatures that infest, infect, and generally wreak havoc on human affairs.
From the world’s most painful hornet, to the fl ies that transmit deadly diseases,
to millipedes that stop traffic, to the “bookworms” that devour libraries, to the
Japanese beetles munching on your roses, Wicked Bugs delves into the extraordinary
powers of six- and eight-legged creatures.
With wit, style, and exacting research, Stewart has uncovered the most terrifying and
titillating stories of bugs gone wild. Intricate and strangely beautiful etchings and
drawings by Briony Morrow-Cribbs capture diabolical bugs of all shapes and sizes
in this mixture of history, science, murder, and intrigue that begins—but doesn’t
end—in your own backyard.

Wicked Bugs in History
Members of Christopher Columbus’s
crew cut off their own toes, so desperate
were they to rid themselves of infestations
of the CHIGOE FLEA, which burrows under
toenails and lays eggs there.

a car’s windshield, which proved that the
accused had been in the victim’s state at the
time of the crime.
In his classic horror tale “The Tell-Tale
Heart,” Edgar Allan Poe wrote of a
murderer listening to the ticking of
the DEATH-WATCH BEETLE. According
to superstition, the sound signals
impending death.

An infestation of typhus-infected BODY LICE
helped bring down Napoleon Bonaparte’s
army during the failed 1812 campaign
against Russia. A century later, during the Appetite for Destruction
Russian Civil War, Vladimir Lenin declared,
“Either socialism will defeat the louse, or the FORMOSAN SUBTERRANEAN TERMITES may
have contributed to the disaster following
louse will defeat socialism.”
Hurricane Katrina by devouring the seams
The Marquis de Sade was arrested and of the floodwalls, which were packed with
jailed after offering prostitutes candy made sugarcane waste.
with the powdered remains of SPANISH FLY,
which he intended as an aphrodisiac. (It’s The MOUNTAIN PINE BEETLE has destroyed
35 million acres of forest in British Columbia,
actually quite toxic.)
an area the size of New York State.
Henry Morton Stanley, the man who
found David Livingstone in Africa, left an Albert Einstein’s archive of letters narrowly
epidemic of TSETSE FLIES infested with missed the voracious appetite of the
sleeping sickness in his wake, wiping out up FURNITURE BEETLE, which attacked the
Jewish National and University Library in
to two-thirds of the region’s population.
Israel.

Mysterious Murders
Carole Hargis attempted to murder her
husband by slipping a TARANTULA’s venom
sac into a blackberry pie.
In 2003, entomologists helped solve a
murder by identifying the bugs smashed on

In 1875 the Rocky Mountain LOCUST
swarm covered 198,000 square miles, an
area larger than California. Parents had to
grab their children and run for shelter. The
locusts vanished as quickly as they appeared,
going extinct by 1902.

Bugs of War
In 1838, British diplomat Charles Stoddard
was captured in Uzbekistan and thrown
into the bug pit, where he was fed to
bloodsucking ASSASSIN BUGS. The insects
did not kill him; to accomplish that, he was
beheaded in 1842.

A MY STEWART is the bestselling
author of five books on the perils
and pleasures of the natural world.
She has been featured on NPR,
in the New York Times, and on
CBS “Sunday Morning.” She
is the recipient of a National
Endowment for the Arts fellowship
and the American Horticultural
Society’s 2010 Book Award. Visit
WWW. AMYSTEWART.COM for more.
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Clay bombs fi lled with PLAGUE-INFESTED
FLEAS were developed by the Japanese
during World War II. They planned to
drop the bombs over California, but the
end of the war put a stop to that.
In 1939 the London Zoo killed its
BLACK W IDOW SPIDERS , along with
other venomous snakes and insects, as a
precaution against the possibility of their
being liberated during air raids.
The U.S. Department of Defense is
developing computer chips that can be
implanted in CATERPILLARS in the hopes of
controlling their fl ight paths as butterfl ies
and using the computer chips to transmit
data from enemy territory.

Pain & Suffering
One in four people on the planet is infested
with ROUNDWORMS, creatures larger than a
pencil that live in the small intestine.

Contrary to popular belief, the BROWN
RECLUSE is found in only sixteen states,
and experts have not verified a single death
by brown recluse bite in the United States.
BITING MIDGES have been blamed for
breaking up marriages in Queensland,
Australia, perhaps because swarms of the
annoying pests have forced couples to
spend more time together indoors.
At over two inches long, the GIANT ASIAN
HORNET delivers a potentially lethal sting
that has been described as feeling like “a
hot nail through the leg.”
MOSQUITO -infl icted malaria alone has
killed more people than all wars combined
and continues to kill one million people per
year. Beware: studies show that mosquitoes
are more attracted to beer drinkers.
The inch-long BULLET ANT, found in South
America, is said to deliver the world’s most
painful sting. It gets its name from the fact
that its bite feels like a gunshot wound.

Botanical Battles
The OLEANDER APHID harvests poisons
from oleanders and wraps the poison
around its eggs to protect them from
predators.
The dreaded JAPANESE BEETLE has a new
enemy: geraniums (Pelargonium zonale)
produce a substance that paralyzes the
beetles for up to twenty-four hours, enough
time for a predator to attack.
Greek warriors knew that when BEES
feasted on rhododendron and azalea, the
plants delivered neurotoxins so potent that
they remained active in the honey. They
reserved those beehives for their enemies,
who succumbed to honey intoxication, also
called grayanotoxin poisoning.
A minuscule American insect called
PHYLLOXERA destroyed the French wine
industry in the late 1800s. The only way to
save French grapevines was to graft them to
American rootstock, which resists the pest.

Wicked Bugs: About the Art
The etchings that illustrate Wicked Bugs were
created by BRIONY MORROW-CRIBBS using a
copper etching technique that dates to Rembrandt. Working from life, photographs, and
antique scientific illustrations, she sketched each
of the bugs, then etched the drawing on a copper
plate coated in a waxy ground. She then dipped
each plate in a bath of ferric chloride, which
“bites” into the exposed metal, leaving behind
lines sunk into the plate. Then she cleaned the
remaining waxy ground off the plate, coated it
in ink, and wiped the surface, leaving ink only
in the etched lines.
To create the fi nal artwork, Morrow-Cribbs put
each plate through a high-pressure printing press
together with a sheet of soft rag paper to make
the prints, which were then digitized to illustrate
Wicked Bugs.
Original, limited edition, hand-tinted
prints from the book will be on exhibit

around the country and for sale directly from the artist. To fi nd out more, visit
WWW.BRIONYMORROW-CRIBBS.COM.
Brion y Morro w - Cribb s
Briony Morrow-Cribbs began studying
printmaking with her father, Bruce Morrow, at
the Cat Skinner Press in Freeland, Washington as
a teenager. Her printing education continued at
Bennington College for two years, and in 2005
Briony graduated from the Emily Carr Institute
of Art and Design in Vancouver, B.C. with a
BFA, and is currently studying printmaking at
the MFA program at the University
of Wisconsin-Madison. She is the
co-founder of Twin Vixen Press,
an intaglio-based printmaking
studio. Morrow-Cribbs
is represented by
Davidson Galleries in
Seattle, WA.
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